Abstract-Federated policy systems are required to support the emergent complexity and organizational heterogeneity of modern Internet service delivery. This paper presents a distributed policy management approach which utilizes a flexible, tree-based capability authority model to partition and delegate federated capabilities or services. A trust management model and a delegation logic is defined which supports secure decentralized policy reasoning and addresses performance overheads due to distributed rule evaluation, threats from malformed or malicious federated principals and allows flexibility with respect to delegation chain reduction or capability authority re-partitioning. The system is evaluated through a security analysis and a prototype implementation of a federated policy engineering framework based on this logic is described. This framework is based on public key certificates and an extension to the Keynote Trust Management language. It provides practical management services such as key discovery and certificate revocation in addition to the core capability delegation function.
INTRODUCTION
In today's Internet, service-oriented architectures and APIs enable, at a code-integration level, flexible mash-ups or service pipelines that create composite services from a number of autonomously provided components. The shift in emphasis from network connectivity to application or service layer integration has widened the developer pool, lowered the barriers to service provision and led to an explosive growth in the number of applications that draw on data and services from multiple domains. However, many organisations cannot justify the cost and risk of exposing their APIs, data or services to third parties on the Internet, despite the business benefits. This is due to the difficulty of securely managing flexible access to data or services in the open Internet.
There are a wide range of solutions (REST, SOAP, BPEL, XML-RPC, etc) which can be readily applied to facilitate syntactic integration between data and services residing in autonomous domains and Internet-accessible APIs based on such technologies are widely deployed. Although the existence of competing standards and diverging implementations means that syntactic integration of services is rarely straightforward. Today there are few purely technical barriers to the creation of complex, multi-domain Internet services.
While there may be some level of standardization at a syntactic level, there is little or none at a semantic level. Different APIs use different information models, messaging sequences, naming conventions, etc, and these can change over time. Thus, integrating Internet services provided by third parties into composite services remains a difficult and time-consuming task.
In order to facilitate the semantic interoperability of Internet data and services, the W3C has defined a number of standards. RDF and OWL are standards for machine processable, self-describing data and OWL-S and SAWSDL are standards that define service semantics. Once largely restricted to the research community, the recent success of pragmatic initiatives such as Linked Open Data has seen the proliferation of semantic data on the web. Semantic descriptions facilitate inter-domain data and service integration on the Internet by directly modeling resource semantics and enabling semi-automated integration to take place through ontology mapping processes, even when the providers reside in different domains and hence reference locally developed information models or schemata [1] .
Although semantic technologies may come to facilitate the seamless integration of Internet services composed from across multiple domains [1] , there is a lack of tool support or even access to appropriate information flows to effectively manage services in such multi-domain, composite contexts. The lack of federated mechanisms for managing security and access control remains a significant stumbling block that limits the flexibility and dynamism of service compositions. When interoperating services are managed in isolation from one another, maintaining consistent security policies requires a significant amount of customized integration and the maintenance of complex, distributed security sensitive state information that is complex, expensive and risky to manage.
Much of the research on cross-organisational management has focused on the specification of contracts and agreements between organisations, which then must be monitored and enforced by both parties, in particular focusing on service level agreements (SLAs) [2] , [3] , [4] . Traditionally, defining an SLA is a slow and tedious process requiring complex legal agreement and protracted negotiation. Attempts to support federated (i.e. multiorganisational) management through policy languages and frameworks such as OrBAC [5] and X-federate [6] assume that the participating organisations will be closely aligned, adopt a common management architecture, policy language and information-models. These are thus of limited use in the flexible and dynamic world of Internet service provision. Virtual Organisation (VO) approaches [7] address this problem but the management of these VOs and the maintenance of the mappings between the VOs and their constituent organisations introduce significant overheads and are thus not well suited to lightweight, transient federations Administrators need mechanisms which allow them to flexibly update their access control and security mechanisms to reflect the changing contexts and service compositions that their organisations participate in. In this environment, where service ownership is highly decentralized and providers compete with one another for customers, centralized management solutions are not viable. Organisations that make information services available on the Internet are accustomed to retaining ultimate control over them and are unlikely to give up their management autonomy by submitting to a centralized authority. Furthermore, given the heterogeneity of the services and data made available on the Internet, solutions that rely upon the widespread adoption of standard fine-grained information models are of limited utility.
Trust Management [8] , [9] , [10] is an approach to constructing and interpreting trust relationships between public keys that are used to mediate security critical actions. Cryptographic certificates are used to specify delegation of authority among public keys, and are used to determine whether a signed request complies with a local authorisation policy. Trust management provides a basis for secure decentralized policy based management. In using unforgeable cryptographic certificates to embed policy rules, authorization delegation does not require reference to a central authority, thus supporting truly distributed mechanisms that mediate based on decentralized policies. This paper presents a trust model of secure delegation of capabilities in federated policy systems. This trust model forms the basis of for the implementation of the Federal Relationship Manager (FRM). The FRM is a policy engineering framework whose goal is to allow administrators to flexibly and securely control access to their Internetvisible services in contexts where these services may ultimately be consumed by third parties with whom the provider has no direct relationship. In the FRM schema capability delegation and sub-delegation is used to share fine-grained access rights to data and services. This allows the creation of complex federated services in a thoroughly decentralized manner, where each participating domain maintains control over their own resources, and can constrain how it is used without requiring any central control or mutually trusted third party. Section 2 of this paper gives a high-level overview of the relationship and capability authority models which the FRM framework is based upon. Section 3 presents the trust management logic that underlies the secure distribution and efficient invocation of shared capabilities. Section 4 describes the FRM architecture and the proof of concept prototype implementation of the trust model described in this paper. It explains how it facilitates public key discovery and permission revocation and describes in brief the use of the keynote trust management language as a convenient way of wrapping up the capability relationships and policy delegations within credentials so that they can be safely distributed and reasoned over. Finally, section 5 provides conclusions.
II. FRM: RELATIONSHIP & CAPABILITY MODELS & DELEGATION
In traditional operating systems, a capability consists of a reference to an object and a set of actions that can be performed with that object. In our schema, which views the Internet as the operating system, a capability is a reference, identified by a URL, to a node in a capability model of the underlying object or resource that is being made accessible as a service. The owners of resources share access with third parties by delegating capability URLs to them. These capability URLs allows the recipient to invoke the services described in the capability model which resides at that URL. Delegated capabilities also provide access to semantic models of the shared services and can be sub-divided into lesser capabilities and re-delegated. Capability delegation provides a flexible and expressive means of applying access control to capability sharing in relationships that cross management domains without requiring all parties to support common policy or information models.
Conceptually, an FRM instance consists of a domain relationship model and a capability authority model. Each FRM manages the relationships of a set of domains. Each domain can be related with other domains either managed locally or by a remote FRM. Domains are considered to be the principals of the security system in that they are the entities that own resources, are identified by public keys, and are allocated access privileges in the system. Domain relationships are established through bi-lateral agreement of domain administrators. The domain relationship model is a globally distributed model with portions of the domain map being managed autonomously. An FRM's capability authority model, defines the capabilities provided by its domains and how authority to invoke and manage these capabilities is distributed to domains through the ownership relation and capability delegation. A capability is owned by a local domain and domains can share capabilities with related domains through delegation of capability authorities. Capability authorities are references to nodes on a capability-authority tree, and this tree is implemented as a service which can be deployed by the owner of any resource that is to be shared. Capability authorities are higher-level constructs than permissions, which are the standard unit of most access control and policy management systems. They allow, for example, service providers to grant a capability covering all of their customers (or whatever subset they require) via a single delegation. Figure 2 shows an example of a capability authority tree that might be used by provider of a communications service. The construction of the tree and the choice and positioning of the nodes is purely a function of how the owner of the underlying services wishes to make them available to third parties -this allows arbitrary bundles of authority to be created and distributed. The capability authority tree represents a model-centric way of incorporating policy rules into delegation without any need for a distinct rule language -a simple tree-based node comparison substitutes for policy evaluation. The capability authority model is instantiated as an information service which compares two capability authorities and answers the question as to whether the first capability authority encapsulates the second according to the capability tree. This allows capability authorities to be constructed that represent arbitrary aggregations of specific permissions and distributed between domains representing collaborating organisations. Whenever a third-party wishes to invoke a capability of a partner, the partner only needs to determine if the capability being invoked is encapsulated by a capability authority that has been issued to that third party. Note that the third party does not need to understand the capability authority or the policies that it encapsulates, just how to invoke the capabilities that it implies authority for, which helps to minimise the requirement for common information models.
The only requirement for common technical infrastructure, beyond the core FRM functions, is that each party must provide a capability authority model of the capabilities that they wish to make available to third parties and, when they wish to invoke third-party capabilities, they must present a capability authority that they have been delegated by the organization which owns the underlying resource. If the owner's capability model indicates that the delegated capability authority implies authority for the capability being invoked, the invocation is allowed.
Capability authorities and lesser sub-capabilities can be delegated repeatedly across multiple domains. The FRM can operate in trusted or non-trusted mode. In the non-trusted mode, each FRM maintains a centralized list of which local capabilities have been delegated to which remotely managed domains. The FRM schema dictates that, in this mode, the delegation chain must be traversed in order to verify each individual delegation. In large complex systems such as multi-provider Internet applications, where there may be significant latency constraints on policy evaluations of invocations, the requirement to re-traverse the delegation chain in order to verify every invocation of a shared capability can become a significant performance bottleneck. In order to circumvent this practical limitation, a trust management model of capability delegation has been developed, a model that ensures the security and confidentiality of shared capability authorities, but also allows capabilities to be directly invoked on the owner by any party that has been delegated a capability authority in a secure way. The following section describes that trust model.
III. TRUST MODEL OF CAPABILITY DELEGATION
Applying trust management to the FRM approach of distributed capability authorities overcomes the limitations of the non-trusted FRM schema identified in the last section and in addition allows individual capability authorities to be safely split and re-combined without the participation of the original CA delegator. This loose coupling is highly desirable in a distributed, federated system where local decompositions of CAs are naturally more amenable for integration with local policy sets.
A. Capability Authorities
A policy S managed by a Capability Authority (CA) defines a tree-based partial ordering S ≤ over a set of permissions denoted αS with tree root element denoted Ψ S .
The permission ordering p ≤ S q has the usual interpretation that a principal authorized for permission q is also authorized for permission p, and that p ≤ S Ψ S for all permissions p :αS . Since S defines a tree, then there exists a lowest upper bound operator ⊕ S that provides permission conjuction. A policy S is used by a CA information service to answer authorization queries of the form p ≤ S q for p,q :αS , and the alphabet αS is the set of permissions defined by the policy S. The policy managed by the CA is not static and can be extended by the addition of new permissions and ordering relationships. An extension is considered to be safe if authorizations (orderings) permitted by the new policy are consistent with the original policy.
Safe CA Policy Extension. The policy S of a capability authority may be safely extended to policy S' (denoted extends(S,S')) if the new policy S' does not contradict the orderings of the original policy. Define:
Safe CA policy extension ensures that that authorizations permitted by S are permitted by S'.
It can also be desirable to replace an existing policy S by a more restrictive policy S' in the sense that authorizations permitted in S may not necessarily be permitted in the replacement policy S'. This replacement policy is safe in the sense that using the replacement will not result in an access that would violate the original policy.
Safe CA Policy Replacement. The CA policy S may be safely replaced by policy S' (denoted replaces(S,S')) if S' enforces the permission ordering restrictions of S, that is,
It follows from their definition that any safe extension of a policy is also a safe replacement of the policy.
A CA policy R is considered to be a simple sub-policy of a policy S if it is a sub-tree contained within S. In the next section we consider how a CA managing S can delegate authority for managing the sub-tree R of S to another CA. In practice, the recipient may in turn decide to extend and/or replace the sub-tree R.
So long as R (or its safe replacements) can be regarded to be a sub-tree of some safe extension of S, then S can be considered to retain authority over any (safe) extension/replacement of R. Thus we define the following ordering.
CA Partial Authority Ordering. The CA policy R has partial authority on (a portion of) policy S, (denoted S R ) where,
and we have the following simplification ) :
Proposition 2. The safe replacement by R' of a policy R that has partial authority on policy S has partial authority on S:
. If the extension of S is limited to permissions that are not members of the alphabet of R, then it follows that ' S R holds. This result can be generalized to include safe replacements of R, as follows.
Proposition 4.
Partial authority ordering is preserved by safe policy extension on the condition that the extensions to the policies are non-intersecting. Given policies R and S then:
Capability Authority Information Service. A Capability Authority with policy S provides an information service by answering queries about permissions and policies.
B. Trusted CA Information Services
Each CA information service A owns a public-private key pair ( 
If delegation is regarded as transitive and if K A delegates policy S to K B and K B delegates this authority to K C then it follows that K A implicitly delegates authority for S to K C . In general,
Note the inference condition S R : K B may delegate any policy R for which it holds partial authority from K A . This is more restrictive than the usual SPKI reduction rule which does not have this condition, but infers delegation as the greatest lower bound (intersection) of attributes R and S. A FRM policy is currently implemented as tree-based partial ordering. Generalizing these policies to a lattice-based structure (with a greatest lower bound operation) would provide the basis for supporting the more general reduction rule and is a topic for future research.
These reduction rules are easily generalized to include the delegation bit and validity-period from the certificate.
Permissions. When defining a policy, a CA must ensure that no ambiguity can exist between the permissions it defines and permissions defined by other CAs. Any ambiguity can lead to subterfuge [11] whereby a principal misinterprets the authority associated with a permission identifier. In our current model a CA signs each permission it generates. On the basis that the public keys of CAs can be assumed to be unique, permission signing avoids subterfuge by providing globally unique permission identifiers and prevents permission forgery. Given a permission p, then let orig(p) denote the (public key of the) originator/creator of the permission and we have p ∈ α(pol(orig(p))) . Permissions are signed by their originating CA in order to prevent forgery.
A CA must have authority over a permission if it is to answer a permission ordering query. By default, a CA with public key K A has authority over any permission p that it originates, that is, given orig(p) = K A then auth(K A , p) holds. A policy delegation implicitly delegates authority on permissions (in the delegated policy). In particular, if a CA K A has authority on permission p ∈ αR and K A delegates a policy R to K B , then K B will have authority on p. This is captured by the following reduction rule.
p ∈ αR; auth(K A p); K A R K B auth(K B , p)
Note that, for ease of exposition, we assume that this (implicit) delegation of authority is transitive.
C. Trusted Policy Reasoning
A CA information service (CAIS) K A can rely on its local policy to answer ordering queries regarding any permissions p and q for which it holds authority, that is,
A principal K A can trust the answer from (signed by) CAIS K B , concerning permission query p ≤ S q if the inference K A S K B can be made over the available certificates and K B has authority over p and q.
A CA K A may answer queries about policy orderings so long as it can be considered to have authority over the policies T,R whose ordering is queried, that is,
If the CA does not have authority over both the policies (or permissions) in a query then it cannot answer the query (locally), in which case the query must be delegated to another CA using the existing FRM distributed query evaluation protocol [12] .A series of examples are presented that illustrate how policy reasoning is done in practice. The policy M managed by K M may be extended and revised over time, and all these changes can be considered to be safe extensions of the policy S of K S (Proposition 4). At some point K S queries K M .impliesPermission(p,q), and can trust the answer since, This is addressed by K M either signing its answer (which is then passed on to K S by K R ) or granting temporary authority over the specific query to K R . This latter scenario is done by K M signing a once-off delegation certificate {K R, S ∪T ,N S } sK M where policy T, with αT = { p,q} , captures the ordering p ≤ M q and N S is a nonce generated by K S that is submitted as part of the request (to ensure freshness of response). In this case, the certificate chain 
Note that, a principal can also declare jurisdiction over its own policy via the self-signed delegation K S U K S Example 6. Continuing Example 2, given the delegation
, suppose that K R safely extends its policy to R'. Recall that in creating new permissions K R is unable to forge permissions from M and, therefore, cannot introduce permission orderings in R' that would violate M, that is, by Proposition 4, M R ' holds. Having modified its policy, K R delegates authority to itself as K R R' K R . The answer to K B .impliesPermission(p,q) regarding permissions p,q ∈ αR' can be trusted by K S on the basis of the policy
D. Security Analysis
The FRM trust model supports secure delegation of policy decision-making between CA information services. Authentication and secure communication notwithstanding, the primary threat in this environment is a service that attempts to masquerade as a valid CAIS, answering queries related to policies over which it holds no authority. This rogue CAIS may be an attacker that is external to the FRM infrastructure or a legitimate CAIS that does not properly implement the FRM service. The latter may be a result of compromise of the server hosting the CAIS or of a legitimate but dishonest CAIS.
Principal K S making query K R .impliesPermission(p,q) receives an answer signed by some CAIS K R and a certificate chain that can be used to prove that K S R K R . Assuming that an appropriate public key cipher has been used to implement the signatures then the answer and cryptographic certificates cannot be forged by a rogue CAIS that does not know the private signing key.
The potential damage by a legitimate CAIS that has been compromised is limited to the policy/permissions for which the legitimate CAIS holds authority as the attacker cannot forge certificates that indicate otherwise. The delegation reduction rules imply that any modifications to the CAIS policy that are not safe mean that the existing certificates held by the compromised CAIS can no longer prove policy authority. A principle of least privilege should be followed in order to minimize the threat of a compromised CAIS: only delegate authority for that part of a policy that is needed. CA information services that manage a large policy space should be hosted on hardened systems to minimize the likelihood of compromise.
A CAIS cannot be tricked into accepting authority for mediating decisions related to a policy S that is not under the jurisdiction of a trusted CA information service K M . CAIS K S will not accept a policy S from rogue CAIS K R (with policy R) unless it can prove K M R K R S K S , that is, K M S K S . In our current framework permission identifiers are signed by the CAIS originating/claiming jurisdiction over the policy. This ensures global uniqueness of permission identifiers and helps to prevent delegation subterfuge attacks [11] . Globally unique permissions, along with Proposition 4 ensure that a rogue CAIS K R cannot replace/extend its policy in a manner that could be used to contradict orderings defined by another CAIS K S . Given K S R K R , a rogue K R cannot extend its policy with a forged permission p from pol(K S ) since it cannot prove authority over the permission (auth( K R ,p)) in any query. Kr can only prove authority for new permissions it creates in R' or for permissions in αS ∩αR' for which it has been delegated authority. Thus, by
, a safe extension with respect to the policy S.
The proposed model of trust is monotonic in the sense that once a policy statement is trusted it cannot be contradicted within the logic. For example, having signed and distributed delegation certificate K S R K R , any subsequent unsafe change that K S might make to its policy (contradicting R) can be ignored by K R simply presenting the original certificate for policy R. In conventional trust management systems this is typically handled through revocation, whereby an issued certificate, no longer considered valid, is revoked. Revocation is typically managed by issuing only short-lived certificates [15] or by relying on third parties providing Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) or Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs) services. The FRM framework supports both of these approaches, but also supports direct, synchronous revocation of certificates through an inter-FRM protocol, as described in the following section.
IV. FRM POLICY ENGINEERING FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE & PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
A prototype implementation of the FRM framework has been produced which includes a proof of concept implementation of the trust model described above. The implementation incorporates interfaces for model management and support for semantic mapping and other useful tools for facilitating cross-domain service integration. They are, however, beyond the scope of this paper -this discussion will touch only upon those aspects of the implementation that are directly relevant to the trust model.
The trust model uses X.509 certificates to identify principals. Capability delegations are distributed as signed certificates containing policies. The trust framework manages the generation, discovery, distribution and validation of the keys and messages that are passed between FRMs in the background -administrators concentrate on the 'business level policies' -forming relationships and exchanging capabilities between domains, the trust management framework translates these high-level relationships into suitably secure communications. Each FRM serves as a certificate authority and uses a self-signed X509 certificate to bind its identity to its public key. It also maintains a public and private key pair for each of the domains that it manages and signs X.509 with its selfsigned certificate. Each FRM server provides an inter-FRM messaging API to support relationships and delegations between remotely managed domains. At the trustmanagement level, domain relationships amount to an exchange of certificates between domains, while the delegation of a capability amounts to the delegating domain sending a signed policy certificate to the recipient.
The inter-FRM API has been implemented as a RESTful HTTP interface. An FRM's identity, as indicated in the CN field of its X.500 name, is the URL at which its API can be accessed. The FRM framework requires that FRM servers must federate by exchanging certificates before inter-domain communication is permitted between them. This allows FRM administrators to define policies to govern which remote FRMs can be federated with and allows them to put in place off-line procedures to verify the provenance of the selfsigned certificates. Once an FRM federation is completed and keys have been exchanged, these keys are be used to securely transmit inter-FRM messages between the peer FRM instances.
Once a trust relationship exists between peer FRMs, they can communicate securely over HTTPS with one another. The public keys contained in the certificates that they exchange are used to cryptographically secure subsequent inter-FRM communication. Domain administrators can create trust relationships between domains they control and any remote domain managed by an FRM which has a trust relationship with the local FRM. Agreement of trust relationships between domains involves the exchange of the X.509 certificates which identify the respective domains. As these certificates are signed by the FRM that manages them, and as a federal relationship between the peer FRMs is a prerequisite to the formation of an inter-domain relationship, there is an existing trust relationship upon which the interdomain trust relationships are based. Thus, there is no requirement for any trusted third party to manage public keys, sign certificates, define protocols or provide addressing or discovery.
Capability authority delegation between related domains is achieved through the transmission of signed policy certificates between the FRMs that manage the domains. As a proof of concept, (extended) KeyNote [8] certificates are used to encode a delegation relation R<S . This is supported by the introduction of a new policy datatype for KeyNote attributes whereby an FRM capability authority policy can be serialized as a value of type policy and be delgated using a KeyNote certificate. A new KeyNote condition relational comparison operator is provided for these policy values, whereby given policy values R and S then R]=S implements R<S. Thus, for example, if "base64encoding:…." is a serialization of the policy in Figure 2 , then the KeyNote credential:
Authorizer: domainA Licensee: domainB Conditions: _POLICY ]= "base64encoding:…"; Signature: … is a delegation of this policy by domainA to domainB. A KeyNote compliance check tests whether a requester (an FRM domain) can be trusted when they invoke a policy specified by _POLICY.
Whenever a domain administrator wishes to invoke a capability that is controlled by a federated FRM, it presents all of its potentially relevant certificates to that FRM, which translates the invocation into a capability authority URL (according to its internal model) and performs a capability comparison using its CAIS. This allows capability delegation certificates to be safely reasoned over. A desirable sideeffect of this approach is that delegated policies can be specified so that some state information is evaluated locally while some is evaluated by the FRM that has issued the certificate (encoded in the capability authority).
The FRM API provides an interface which translates capability authority URLs into semantic descriptions of the capabilities (expressed as RDF triples). This facilitates delegation chains where domain administrators can subdivide received capabilities into sub-capabilities and redelegate them to related domains. The final notable feature of the FRM policy engineering architecture is its support for synchronous revocation of delegated policies and any policies derived from these policies and re-delegated. Each delegation certificate contains within it a reference to the FRM which controls that capability which allows direct revocation via the provider.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Trust Management systems typically focus on delegation of authority in terms of permissions, whereby there is effectively a global permission ordering defined in terms of permissions that have a global interpretation. The FRM framework extends this, by permitting federated policies of permissions and their orderings to be locally defined and delegated. This paper describes a Trust Management-based logic that can be used to manage the trust relationships resulting from federated policy delegation. While the logic is described in the context of FRM its principles are applicable to federated policy systems in general. Such federated relationships are supported today without the use of an automated system and are instead based on extensive humancentric commercial contacts, legal contracts and integration based on trial and error. It is hoped that through the deployment of truly distributed, trusted, federated policybased systems more agile business models will be supported and costs dramatically reduced.
Systems that coordinate and enforce policy across distributed and heterogeneous coalitions can benefit from a federated policy approach [6] . Rather than relying on a centralized definition of policy, individual coalitions can create, manage and delegate their own policies. We have demonstrated that the current proposal is both sound and addresses significant challenges in the problem space. Future research will investigate how the approach proposed in this paper can be applied to dynamic coalition forming frameworks such as [13] .
Capability Authorities are generated and issued by the CA that controls access to the underlying service represented by the capability. Thus CAs can restrict sub-delegations to approved FRMs and domains and can maintain a record of delegations of locally controlled capabilities -however the implementation of this mechanism remains to be completed.
Another important area for future study arising from the current work is the issue of quantifying the trade-off between distributed validation of CAs and the cryptographic processing and reasoning overheads of the trusted CA approach outlined here. It is likely that these engineering trade-offs will to a certain extent be application specific (e.g. depending on policy rule complexity, service latency requirements, etc) and details of the deployment environment for the distributed, federated system (e.g. CAIS node processing load, communications network delays). However it might be possible to develop analytic or empirical rules that would give guidance for when or how best to apply activities like certificate chain reduction.
